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Taklngbass
tonewlows
Alvin Gold ouditions o premium-srode subwoofer
which benefits from some serious engineering

artinLogan's Descent i
subwoofer looks very
different from the norm, but

its curious hexagonaI styting isn't just
for show The shape arises because
there are three bass drivers inside,
each powered by its own 250W
amp[ifier and spaced apart from
its neighbour by precisety l209 Why
go to such trouble? According to
MartinLogan, their reaction-force
vectors wi[[ canceI each other out,
thereby virtuatty etiminating cabinet
resonance and vibration.

The sealed enclosure is strong,
and there's none of the usual
enclosure-movi ng-the-opposite-way
as the drive unit cone does its thing.
The arrangement has been used
before by Martinlogan with the
original Descent, which packed three
Bin drivers. This model is larger,
heavier and uses three lOin
alumrnium cone drivers, with a totat
radiating area almost equivatent
to a single l8in driver. lt wou[d be
almost impossible to get such a
leviathan to work properly. This,
then, is a statement subwoofer - the
statement being that this is the way
a subwoofershould be desiened.

Decision time
There are two very good reasons why
the Descent i might be just the sub
for you - and two to make the
^ h ^ ^ - i + ^  ^ - - ^
upl.JU>r rE Lq)E.

On the ptus side, this is a pecutiarly
fine sub in any quality home cinema
context. lt goes deep, really deep, and
seamlessly so. There are no shortcuts
to setting up, but the sharp-acting
active low-pass filters are wetl-
designed and a good setup can
be achieved without difficutty.
An alternative would be to tet the
high-pass fittered subwoofer output

of your amplif ier do the job for you.
There are ptenty of onboard options
for f ine-tuning.

The Descent i is also a suoerb tool
'for a music system; the control
system makes exp[icit provision for
stereo and multichannel setuo with
no manuaI switching required.

The reasons against it can be put
very simpty. The Descent i costs a lot
of money - many wi[[ bautk at its
€,3,000+ tag - though in its defence,
that price is entirely in keeping with
the engineering involved. Secondty,
it is big and heavy. Of course, you can
drape a sma[[ tabtectoth over the top,
and disguise it as a flowerpot stand
- ideatty not one fitted of water.

In case the message hasn't been
driven home, this is a stunning
subwoofer, almost without
peefS. lt is singutarty free of any
sound or colouration that can be
identified with the design itsetf,
and witt btend with your host system
beautifutty. In this test it was paired
with various soeakers - ftoorstanders
and comoacts. In each case it handted
the bass from the lowest limits.
of which the main speakers were
capabte, down to the part of the audio
band where you fee[ what is going
on rather than hearing it directty.

Of course, one of the main effects
was to add bass depth and stature to
the sound, but this was only the start.
The Descent i added to the sense of
tonal colour and variety, smoothed
the edges of the sound without
reducing the sense of detait, and
enhanced image scale, architecture
and depth. Large-scale fitmic effects
in gung-ho fticks tike Kl11 Bl11 came
alive, even at volume levels where
the basic subwoofer-free main
speakers were beginning to show
signs of distress. Seriously tastyl p
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+Speciliccrtions
Drive units: 3 x 10in high excursion

atuminium cone drivers
Enclosure type: seated

Frequency response: lBHz-l20Hz, + / -3dB
Onboard power:3 x 250W continuous

Vojtko switching (Ctass D) amplifiers
(750W each totat,210OW peak

outout totaL)
Dimensions: 544(h) x 520(w) x

500 (d) mm (without energy
transfer spikes)

Weight'.47.7k9
Connections: LFE in (singte ended &

balanced XLR); L, R in (for use with
rece verlamo low pass subwoofer

output);speaker tevet in (4mm
binding posLs): nains power (lEC):
Line [eve[ out (1, R); subwoofer out

(for additionat subwoofer)

HCC VERDICT
MartinLogan Descent i

8325O Approx
Price check: www.techradar.com/532655

Highs: Technica[[y an engineer's
dream: fast; adds weight and colour

to host system sound
Lows: Bulky and premium-priced; no

automated setuo
Performance:ffiffi9

Desien:#.ffi*#6
Features:$S{ffit@}
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